
Control your Input / Output flow process

ScopIOM™ is a combination of a print engine scheduler and print flow management tool including spools and printers. It 
covers the complete Input/Output flow process. ScopIOM™ is par t of the « Input & Output Management » type of tools. It 
allows to ensure, via web interface, a simple, fast and secure real time management of your process. 
Main functionalities covered are: scheduling, planning, accounting, reporting, spool and printer management, supervision, 
workflow driving, automatic purge, groups management and access control. ScopIOM™ is characterized by its technical 
functionalities along with a great adaptability to the customer’s environment.

ENTRUST YOUR DATA FLOW 
Acquiring and processing input flows (FTP, LPD, e-mail, 
command line…)

OPTIMIZE YOUR DOCUMENTARY 
PROCESSES 
Queue management, automation, scheduling, integration 
with other vendors solutions (conversion, composition, 
clustering/sorting…), workflow.

SEND YOUR DOCUMENTS TO 
MULTI-CHANNEL DESTINATIONS 
Spool management, print and printers (SNMP) 
management, peripheral devices delivery (mail or fax 
server) or applications.

SUPERVISE AND MANAGE YOUR 
DATA FLOW
Accounting, reporting, logs follow-up, user profiles 
management.

ScopIOM ™

FUNCTIONS

ScopVision™
Supervise your flows

ScopVision™ owns an easy to 

use GUI dedicate to users which 

allows to visualise theirs jobs and 

do easy actions. 

ScopIndex™
Drive your output 
documents

Solution for grouping indexing 

and document splitting functions, 

Scopindex brings added value 

to print flow by adding new 

capabilities.

ScopSubmit™
Send your flow easily

New ScopIOM entry point, 

ScopSubmit allows the users to 

send flows with his properties 

easily.

MODULES

ScopWorkflow™
Graphic design workflow

Graphical interface for the 

creation and visualization of  

action items and condition. 

You can check in real time the 

progress of  your jobs.



CONTROL YOUR FLOWS
- Manage flows easily with ScopIOM™ with a queue management 
interface. 
- Schedule your flows with ScopIOM™: directs flows upon 
different criteria’s and manage priorities.

SUPERVIZE
- Accounting data are stored in database and can be used for 
complex reporting creation. 
- Notification function:  allows to stay constantly up to date with 
the production. 
- Reporting function: which gives a global view of  production 
activity for a given period. Generated reports can be used for 
internal billing

Supervise and 

control your 

queues in one click

Manage your flow 

with advanced 

features

Control your flow 

by status

INPUT / OUTPUT
DIFFERENTS INPUT MODULES  
It is easy to add other input types and protocols to 
ScopIOM™ : FTP, command line, Hot folder, LPD...

DELIVER YOUR FLOWS TO VARIOUS 
DEVICES 
ScopIOM™ includes a printing management system, 
a spool management and rights management. These 
functionalities can fit within complex network 
architectures. 

ScopIOM™ dispatcher flows to various devices such as: 
printers, fax server, mail server, user(s) consultation, legal 
archive in electronic safe, FTP...

Obtain details on a 

job easily
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